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Telephone and ~elc~r~ph Co~pnny, 
dc:'e:-.c~nts. 

o FIN ION 

This io n complai:lt by Andrew ~. ~h~nos. Jr. (Thanos) 
agai:ISt, ?aeii'ic G:3.0 a:lc Elcctrjc Compn.!1Y (?CtlE) :~nd The Pacific 
Telcpho:1c f\.:lC Telcgro,ph Compo,:-iY (PT&T). The complaint seeks an order 
req,ui:- i;~C ?C,c'r.E r:i:-.d PT&T to rcpl:.:-.ce. a'!': th (> i r f::'xpense. exi stine 
overhc~d u~ili~y linqs wi~h underground oneo. 

A duly notic0C public hearing in ~hio proceeding W~$ held 
b~~o~e Admi~iztrativc L~w Jude~ (ALJ' Donald B. Jarvis in San 
?rancisco on April 27. 1qP2. The matter wac suboitted subject to the 
filing of transcript which was received on M~y 10. 1982. 
Bac1.o:p;rou:"e 

Th:J.noc livcz rJ.t 745 Newhall RO~l.a 1:1 Hillsborough. I:l this 
o.reo. :-Tewha21 Road ic the bou:J.daT'Y 11:-.e bl'.:'t·,.,~c:'l Rillsboroug.."l :l:ld 
EurJ.i:'l.?,B,me. Nl'.:'whD.ll R03.d ru:-,s Sl?ncro.1J.y i:-, n. :lor~h-south 
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direetion. Thanos resides on the west side. Willow Avenue, whieh 
runs in an east-west direetion is situated entirely in Burlingame. 
Willow Avenue ends at Newhall Road aeross the street from the 
northerly end of Thanos' property. 

Thanos' property was part of a subdivision known as Newhall 
Manor. In Mareh 1940, Lot 11 of Newhall Manor was an oblong one, 
approximately 600' x 50', whieh paralleled the west side of Newhall 
Road. The subdivision map shows a publie utility easement erossing 
Lot 11 from Newhall Road to Lot 2;. In June 1940, Lot 11 was 
subdivided into 10 lots. The subdivision map shows the publie 
utility easement in the same loeation. However, as a result of the 
subdividing of Lot 11 the situs of the easement was now in the middle 
of newly ereated Lot 7. Thanos ·is the present owner of Lot 7. 

In 1948, Thanos' predeeessor in interest built a house on 
Lot 7. The breezeway for the house was eonstrueted on the publie 
utility easement. PG&E and PT&T lines have been located over the 
breezeway sinee this house waS built. 
1972. 

Thanos bought the house in 

In 1976, PG&E notified Thanos that the overhead lines 
erossing his property were being upgraded to a eapaeity of 12,000 
volts. Thanos, who did not like the wires over his house, requested 
that the poles be moved to the south end of the lot. PG&E told 
Thanos that it would not pay for reloeating the poles and gave him an 
estimate of the eost if he wished to pay for the reloeation. Thanos 
deelined to spend the money for reloeating the poles. The matter lay 
dormant for four years. In the eourse of relandseaping the property 
Thanos inquired about undergrounding the lines. Thanos' inquiry led 
to his diseovery of PG&!'s Rule 20, which provides for underground 
eonversion of overhead lines. PG&E estimated the eost of conversion 
to be $)0,000 • 

.' 
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PG&E's Rule 20-A1 provides for an annual budgeted amount, 
established by formula, for cities and unincorporated areas to be 
used for replacement of overhead with underground distribution 
!acilities in accordance with the Rule. Thanos was advised by the 
Eillsborou&~ city manager that at that time (1980) there was 
approximately $24,000 available for underground conversions and more 
money was expected in 1981. In January 1981, Thanos contacted PG&E 
to inquire about the use of Rule 20-A funds to underground the wires 
at his house. PG&E told Thanos that the proposed project did not . 
fall within the guidelines of Rule 20-A but undergrounding could be 
done at his expense under Rule 20-C. At the time of hearing 
Eillsborou&~ had $;9,704 of Rule 20-A funds available to it. 

!n addition to the esthetics of his property, Thanos is 
concerned about a power line breaking and damaging his house Or 
caUSing electric shock. There are trees on the property and Thanos 
is also concerned about a neighborhood child climbing a tree and 
coming into contact with a power line. Thanos contacted his 
nei&~bors for support. On September 12, 1981, Thanos and four 
nei&~bors petitioned the town council to adopt an ordinance creating 
an underground district "for the purpose of undergrounding the 
present overhead utility lines in the front and back of 745 Newhall 
Road and in the back of 731 Newhall Road.,,2 The town council 
considered the petition at its meeting on November 9, 1981. It also 

1 Rule 20-A is mandated on PG&E and all other electric utilities in 
California by Electric and Communications Service Connections and 
Conversion of Overhead to Underground Facilities C1~67) 67 CPUC 490. 
PT&T's Rule 32-A, hereafter discussed, is similarly mandated by that 
decision. 

2 By the time of the petition to the town council Thanos was aware' 
that Commission policy required conversion of all overhead utility 
lines to underground ones in the proposed district. Underground 
Facilities case, Appendixes D and E, supra, 67 CPUC at pp. 519, 520 • 
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had under consideration another propos~l for a project on Reservoir 
Road. The town council was aware that PG&E disputed that the Newhall 
Road project was eligible for Rule 20-A funds. The town council did 
not pass an ordinance creating an underground district. Instead, it 
passed a resolution giving first priority to the Newhall Road 
project, provided that the Commission ruled that Rule 20-A applied to 
the project or granted a variance. The town council indicated that 
it would pass an ordinance creating an underground district, upon a 
favorable ruling by the Commission. 

; 
The facilities which Thanos seeks to have undergrounded are 

the poles and wires that begin with the pole on Newhall Road in front 
of tot 7, the wires which cross tot 7 over the public utility 
e~sement to a pole at the back of Lot 7, and then continue to a pole 
on Lot 8, adjacent to the last. These wires include the following: 

1. :wo No.6, copper distribution conductors, 
12,000 volts phase-to-phase, are at the top 
of the poles • 

2. Below the No. 6 wires is a secondary level of 
120/240 volt; wire single-phase conductors 
used to serve Lots 7 and 23. 

;. There is a transformer on the pole at the 
rear of Lot 8, and an overhead service drop 
from the pole to the house on Lot 8. 

4. At the communications level is a PT&T 
telephone line which has a ringing current of 
48 volts direct current. 

Contentions or the Parties 
a. Thanos' Contentions 

Thanos contends that the proposed project meets the 
reqUirements of Rules 20-A and ;2-A. He also takes the position that 
if the project does not come within the ambit of these rules, the 
Commission should grant a variance and order PG&E and PT&T to 
underground the utility wires in question using funds allocated und~r 
those rules. Thanos argues that in determining whether a variance 
should be granted, the CommiSSion should look to matters of safety 
rather than esthetics • 
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b. Contentions of PG&E and PT&T 
PG&E and PT&T contend that the proposed project does not 

meet the requirements of Rules 20-A and ;2-A. They argue that these 
rules were adopted in accordance with a statewide polic.y dealing with 
esthetics and should not be diverted to projects that do not come 
within their criteria. PG&E and PT&T assert that there is no safety 
problem in the area. They also contend that if the project is 
~andated, additional overhead facilities will be required on the 
Burlingame side of the street. 
Material Issues 

The material issues presented in this proceeding are: 
(1) Does the proposed project meet the requirements of Rules 20-A and 
32-A? (2) If it does not, should the Commission waive the rules and 
mandate the project using funds thereunder? (;) Should matters other 
than esthetics be considered in determining whether Rules 20-A and 
32-A should be waived? 
Discussion 

a. Rules 20-A and 22-A 
Rules 20-A and ;2-A are almost identical. For brevity we 

will discuss the issues in context of Rule 20-A with the 
"nd~~standing that the analysis also applies to Rule 32-A-

Rule 20-A provides that: 
"REPLACEMENT OF OVERHEAD WITH UNDERGROUND FACILITIES 

"A. The Utility will, at'its expense, replace its existing 
overhead electric tacilities with underground electriC 
facilities along public streets and roads, and on publiC 
lands and private property across which rights-ot-way 
satisfactory to the Utility have been obta1ned by the 
Utility, provided that: 

"1. The governing body ot the city or county in 
which such electric facilities are and will 
be located has: 

"a. Determined, after consultation with 
the Utility and after holding public 
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hearings on the subject, that such 
undergrounding is in the general 
public interest for one or more of the 
following reasons: 

"(1) Such undergrounding will avoid 
o~ eliminate an unusually heavy 
concentration of overhead 
electric facilities; 

"(2) The street or road or right-of-
way is extensively used by the 
general public and carries a 
heavy volume of pede$trian or 
vehicular traffic; 

,,( 3) The street or road or rig.'lt-of-
way adjoins or passes through a 
civic-area or public recreation 
area or an area of unusual 
scenic interest to the general 
public. 

"b. Adopted an ordinance creating ~n 
underground district in the area in 
which both the existing and new 
facilities are and will be located 
requiring, among other things, (1) that 
all existing overhead communication and 
electric distribution facilities in 
such district shall be removed, 
(2) that each property served from such 
electric overhead facilities shall have 
installed in accordance with the 
Utility'S rules for underground 
service, all electrical facility 
changes on the premises necessar.y to 
receive service from the ~nderground 
facilities of the Utility as soon as it 
is available, and (3) authorizing the 
Utility to discontinue its overhead 
service. 

"2. The Utility's total annual budgeted amount 
for undergrounding within any city or the 
unincorporated area of any county shall be 
allocated in the same ratio that the number 
of customers in such city or unincorporated 
area bears to the total system customers • 
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The amounts so allocated may be exceeded 
where the Utility establishes that additional 
participation on a project is warranted. 
Such allocated amounts may be carried over 
!or a reasonable period of time in 
communities with active undergrounding 
programs. In order to ~ualiiy as a community 
with an active undergrounding program the 
governing body must have adopted an ordinance 
or ordinances creating an underground 
district and/or districts as set forth in 
Section A.1.b. o! this rul~. Where there is 
a carry-over. the Utility has the right to 
set, as determined by its capability, 
reasonable limits on the rate o! performance 
of the work to be financed by the funds 
carried over. When amounts are not expended 
or carried over tor the community to which 
they are initially allocated they shall be 
assigned when additional participation on a 
project is warranted or be reallocated to 
communities with active undergrounding 
programs • 

";. The undergrounding extends for a minimum 
distance of one block or 600 feet, whichever 
is the lesser .. " 

b. Section A.1 .a. 
Section A .. 1 .a. o! Rule 20-A requires a determination by the 

city or county governing body. after consultation with the utility 
and public hearings, that one of three specified reasons exists for a 
project. PG&E and PT&T contend that there was no consultation within 
the meaning of the rule and that none of the three criteria exists in 
this case. 

The only evidence dealing with consultation was the 
testimony o! the city manager who stated that: 

"There were telephone conversations with both 
the Telephone Company and PG&E. 
~oth indicated that their interpretation 
was that Newhall Road was not eligible for funds, 
and that was reported to the city council." 
CRT 1 1 • ) 
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". " " The procedure fol1ow0~ by th0 city is 
GC:"l:-c('J.y t~(' ~Ict of. ~Iaki:l/~ advicc or of 
~~lib~~ntin~ together we intended in using the 
word 'conoultntion' in th~ rule. We C~vi3ioned ~ 
;1~co"ti:'\t~c1 ~ pl.'),:1:')f~d. ::'!.:Ld cool"dins,tce nppro~ch 
~onc~pt involvin~ th0 city nne the utilities 
i~volv~d. not ~ unilntcral decision concept." 
(S~nt~ Roo~ v ?T&T (~9i7) 81 C?UC 50~, 599.) 
A:::;z l.l.!':'li:le. :)::"".",":'(:>:"1':0. thn.7. co;".::;uJ.t:,,~.tiO:"l !1:'=!,d taken place it 

n?p0~r3 tha~ the proj~ct doc~ not meet nny of the criteria of 

and t~at ~he Co~mizsion iz ~ound by thi~ fin~ine. Th~rc is no merit 
1:1 t~i~ co~;t~:1~io=·,. II ~imi l~tr ccntr;-:-.tio:-I W:1.Z rcj~ctcc. ir. the Santp.. 
Ro:::a C:J,~('. 

'J:1~ c1"i tE'rio:-. iz th:'lt u:1dcr~l"ourld i:-.g will I'avoid or 
eli~in~tc nn unusually h~Rvy concentration of overhead electric 

A:: i~dicatcd. the poJea i~volvod hRve at the top two No.6 
cO:1ducto~o and ~ cccondn~y level of 120/2'0 volt 3 wire zingle-phaze 
conductors u~ee to s~rve Lots 7 a:10 23. ~hia is ~ commonplace pole 
co:-.:'i eura tior. th:"oue~out PGet:E'::: c0r-vicc arca. ! f "';he lj.8-vol t PT&T 
telephone line 3t the communic~t10~z level of the pole io included, 
it is s'tilJ. :'1 cO:!lmonpln,c<"' cor!figu!"atio:1. 

be commonpl~ce. it io 3n unuoually heavy one because it is over the 
"::I;ceze~r:l:r of hi:: !'1ou3~. PG&:E :),:"IG. ?T&T cor.te!'1C'j tho.t the breezeway is 
il1eg~Jly constructed on n public utility eo.s~ment, contrary to a 
E il1ebo:-oueh ore in~.nC0: th" '1:1 roz E.'y.i st(~C. beforE.' the bre~zew:!y was 
built; ~nd. in any event. thcr~ is no unucunlly he~vy concentration 
0-:: fllcilities. 
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A portion o! a Hillsborough ordinance was received in 
evidence which provides that: 

"No residence, auxiliary building, swimming 
pool, or other structure shall be constructed 
over any recorded public utility easement nor 
shall any structure be constructed nearer than 
!ive teet from any rear lot line." 

The record does not disclose whether the ordinance was in effect when 
the breezeway was built. Furthermore, assuming it was, there is no 
evidence indicating whether the building permit was grantee contrary 
to the ordinance or a waiver was granted. In the circumstances, ·:the 
ordinance is not determinative of any of the issues presented here. 
(Sa11n~~o v Pon (1~81) 124 CA 3d 120, 133.) 

Casting aside the ordinance, it would distort the meaning 
of Rule 20-A to hold that the wires here involved are an unusually 
heavy concentration because they run over the breezeway o~ Thanos' 

- house. ~his is particularly so, in the light of the fact that the 
utility easement and wires were in existence before the breezeway • 

" ••• :he words 'unusually heavy concentration,' 
particularly in the context they are used in Rule 
••• [20-A], are in no way vague or ambi~ous. 
They mean exactly what they say - an uncommonly 
ponderous or cumbersome mass of wires. To find, 
particularly in this suburban, rather rustic 
area, that two cables of this size and one wire 
constitute an 'unusually heavy concentration' is 
a perversion o~ the clear meaning of the words 
and grossly distorts the intent behind the rule." 
(San~a Rosa v ~T&T, supra, at p. 600.) 
Another criterion in Section 1 is that: "The street or 

road or ri~~t-o!-way is extensively used by the general public and 
carries a heavy volume of pedestrian or vehicular traffic." The 
parties agree that the project does not meet this criterion. 

The remaining criterion in Section 1 is that: "The street 
or road or right-of-way adjoins or passes through a civic area or 
public recreation area or an area of unusual scenic interest to the 
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general public". Again, there is no contention that this criterion 
is applicable to the project. 

In sum. the project does not meet the requirements of 
Section 1. ~here was no consultation within the meaning of 
Rule 20-A. !t does not meet any of the required criteria. 

c. Section A.1 .b. 
Section A.1 .b. requires the adoption of an ordinance 

creating an underground district which provides tor the removal ot 
all existing overhead facilities. 

PG&E and P~&T contend that the project does not meet the 
requirements of Section A.1.b. because: (1) Hillsborough has not 
adopted the requisite ordinance, and (2) the project will not result 
in the removal of all overhead facilities. 

PG&E and P~&T argue that the resolution passed by the town 
council assigning first priority to the project and indicating an 
intent to form an underground district is not the equivalent of an 
ordinance creating such district. ~his position is legally correct. 
It would not be fatal to the complaint if the project otherwise met . 
the criteria of Rule 20-A. ~he Commission could issue a conditional 
order effective upon the enactment of a proper ordinance creating an 
appropriate underground district. 

~he contention that the project will not result in the 
elimination of all overhead facilities raises an interesting 
question. PG&E and PT&T contend that an underground district which 
only applies to one side of a street does not meet the requirements 
of Rule 20-A. ~hey argue that an appropriate project tor Newhall 
Road would involve the creation of a jOint district with 
partiCipation of Hillsborough and Burlingame. The record also 
indicates that if the project were mandated the undergrounding of 
wires in Hillsborough would necessitate the addition ot another pole 
on Willow Avenue in Burlingame • 
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In the Santa Rosa case the Commission held that: 
"Aesthetics is not served by shipping wires 
back and ~ort~ across a street, or by the removal 
o! some wires only. The task of conversion of 
existing aerial facilities to underground 
statewide is an enormous one. The potential cost 
will be in billions of dollars. Funds from the 
utilities involved, which ultimately means from 
the ratepayers in the entire state, must be 
utilized evenly in all areas of the state so as 
to obtain the maximum aesthetic and other 
benefits attendant on undergrounding for all the 
general public. Where conversion is important 
enough aesthetica.lly to be determined to be in 
the general public interest, all aerial 
facilities in the proximate vicinity must come 
down. Utility conversion !unds are limited and 
cannot be permitted to be extracted from one 
utility to reflect purely local conSiderations, 
politiCS, or interests by the device of creation 
of artfully gerrymandered districts designed to 
circumvent the fundamental objective of 
complimentary undergrounding implicit in our 
order in Decision No. 7;078, and leave another 
utility's aerial facilities standing in the 
prOXimate Vicinity." (81 CPUC at pp. 601-02.) 

There may be exceptional situations where permitting an underground 
district to encompass only one side of a street or municipal boundar.y 
mi~~t be esthetically in the general public interest. That kind o! a 
situation does not exist under the facts of this case. 

d. Section A.2. 
Section A.2. deals with the allocation of funds under Rule 

20-A. It also contains a provision requiring the adoption of an 
ordinance as required in Section A.1.b. This question has already 
been considered and the diseussion need not be repeated. 

e. Section A.2. 
Section A.;. requires that: "The undergrounding extends 

for a minimum distance of one block or 600 feet, whichever is the 
lesser." 
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It is conceded that the proposed project does not extend 
for 600 feet. Thanos contends that the project covers a block. He 
bases this contention on a portion of a letter sent by Hillsborough 
to the Commission, that was received in evidence and stated: 

"This project is less than 600 feet in length 
but it does connect a block which is presently 
undergrounded (Windsor Drive) and will extend it 
across Newhall Road." 

Thanos argues that the town council has determined that the project 
constitutes a block in adopting the resolution supporting the 
project. ~here is no merit in this contention. 

In common usage the word block is defined as: 
"17. U.S. a. A small section 'of a city, town, 
etc., enclosed by neighboring o~ intersecting 
streets •.• b. The length of one side of such a 
section." (Random Rouse Dictionary of the 
English Language, Unabridged Edition, 1966, 
p. 159.) 

Section 5870 of the Streets and Highways Code defines the. word 
block as follows: 

"(a) '~lock' means property facing one side 
of any street between the next intersecting 
streets or between the terminus of a. dedicated 
right-of-way of a street a.nd an intersecting 
street." 
The proposed project does not extend on Newhall Road 

between two intersecting streets. It does not extend for a block 
within the meaning of Rule 20-A. 

f. Variance 
Thanos argues that even it the project does not meet the 

requirements of Rule 20-A, the Commission should authorize a. va.riance 
from the rule and order FG&E and PT&T to do the requested 
undergrounding using Rule 20-A funds. Thanos asserts that in 
considering the matter of a. variance the Commission should look to ~ 
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questions of safety as well as esthetics. PG&E and PT&T contend that 
Rule 20-A funds may only be used for esthetic purposes and that the 
overhead wires involved are safe. 

Originally, Thanos wanted the wires removed beca.use of 
esthetics. Be has also developed COncerns over the safety of their 
location. Th~nos fea.rs that if a. falling tree severs one of the 
power lin~s an energized wire could land on the breezeway or the roof 
of his house a.nd cause a fire or land in water a.nd electroeute 
so~eone in his yard. He is also concerned that a child climbing One 
of the trees on the lots involved mi~~t come into contact with one of 
the power lines and be electrocuted. 

On January 4, 19~2 there was a significa.nt flow of water 
through Thanos' property because of a storm. In the middle of the 
ni~~t during a storm on March ;1, '~82, a cypress tree on Thanos' 
property was blown down. In falling, the tree knocked down the two 

- No. 6 conductors and other wires. There was a great blue flash which 
scared Thanos' family and neighbors. 

The record indicates that when the town council adopted its 
resolution it did so on the basis of safety rather than esthetics. 

The evidence clearly establishes that all of the overhead 
wires here involved ~eet the standards contained in General Order 
(GO) 95. An engineer, who is a' PG&E senior commercial analyst, 
testified that the wires here involved were energized only from the 
Newhall Road side. Were a PG&E line to break or fall any line from 
the break to the rear of the lots would be dead because it would have 
no source of energr. The line from the break to the street would be 
energized tor the short time necessary for protective devices to take 
ef:f'ect. 

Matters of sa!ety are considered separately under Public 
Utilities (PU) Code ~~ 761, 768, and GO 95. and are independent of 
Rule 20-A. The record clearly establishes that the poles and wires: 
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here involved meet the safety requirements set forth in GO 95. P~E 

acknowledges that if new facilities were installed today they would 
b~ positioned elsewhere. The difficulty in this case is that the 
utility poles and wires were in place before Thanos' ~redecessor in 
interest buil~ the house and breezeway. The equities with respect to 
the replacement of the wires are with PG&E and PT&T. 

Having determined that the facts of this case do not 
warrant the exercise of the Commission's safety jurisdiction, we 
return to the ques~ion of whether a variance of Rule 20-A should be 
granted. 

Rule 20-A was mandated in the Underground Facilities case. 
That decision set forth the nature of the proceeding as follows: 

"Na~ure of Proceeding 
"The Co~ission on June 22, 1965, instituted 
this investigation to determine what revision of 
existing rules, what new rules, or new rates 
would be required to stimulate. encourage, and 
promote the undergrounding, for aesthetic as well 
as economic reasons, of electric and 
communica~ions services and facilities. However 
useful and often necessary had been the seemingly 
tot21 preoccupation with the engineering and 
commercial as~ects of our utilities, the time had 
long passed when we could continue to ignore the 
need for more emphasis on aesthetic values in 
those new areas where natural beauty has remained 
relatively unspoiled or in established areas 
which have been victimized by man's handiwork." 

In the Santa Rosa case we held that Rule 20-A funds must be used for 
esthetic projects of general public interest. 

ft. • • Funds from the utilities involved, which 
ultimately means from the ratepayers in the 
entire state, must be utilized evenly in all 
areas of the state so as to obtain the maximum 
aesthetic and other benefits attendant on 
undergrounding for all the general 
public. • •• " (81 CPUC at p. 602.) 
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Rule 20-A was mandated in 1967. Since that time, the Commission has 
never permitted a variance in the criteria for use of Rule 20-A 
funds. It is not appropriate to do so in this ease. 

The project does not meet any criterion of Rule 20-A. The 
existing faeilities meet the requirements of GO 95. Thanos has 
esthetic and safety concerns about the wires over his property. It 
the project were mandated it would, at best, benefit only Thanos and 
his neighbors. The Commission will not order the use of' Rule 20-A 
funds for such purpose. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Thanos lives at 745 Newhall Road in Hillsborough. In this 
area Newhall Road is the boundary line between Hillsborough and 
Burlingame. Newhall Road runs generally in a north-south direction. 
Thanos resides on the west side. Willow Avenue, which runs in an 
east-west direction is situated entirely in Burlingame. Willow 
Avenue ends at Newhall Road across the street from the northerly end 

• of Thanos' property. 
2. Thanos' property was part of a subdivision known as Newhall 

• 

Manor. In March 1940, Lot 11 of Newhall Manor was an oblong one, 
approximately 600'x 50', which paralle~ed the west side of Newhall 
Road. The subdivision map shows a public utility easement crossing 
Lot 1 1 from Newhall Road· to Lot 23. In June 1 940, Lot 11 was 
subdivided into 10 lots. The subdivision map shows the public 
utility easement in the same location. However, as a result of' the 
subdividing of Lot 11 the situs of the easement was now in the middle 
of newly created Lot 7. Thanos is the present owner of Lot 7. 

3. In 1948, Thanos' predeeessor in interest built a house on 
Lot 7. The breezeway for the house was constructed on the public 
utility easement. PG~~ and PT&T lines have been located over the 
breezeway since the house was built. Thanos bought the house in 1972 • 
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. . 

4. On September 19, 1967, the Commission entered Decision 
(D.) 73078 in Case 8209 (Underground Facilities (1967) 67 CPUC 
490). That decision requested all electric and telephone utilities 
to adopt various tariff provisions relating to the undergrounding of 
u~ility lines for esthetic purposes. 

Under D.73078, PG&E and PT&T adopted Rules 20-A and ;2-A, 
respectively. 

5. In 1976, PG&E notified Thanos that the overhead lines 
crossing his property were being upgraded to a capacity of 12,000 
volts. Thanos, who did not like the wires over his house, requeSted 
that the poles be moved to the south end of the lot. PG&E told 
Thanos that it would not pay for relocating the poles and gave him an 
estimate of the cost if he wished to pay for the relocation. Thanos 
declined to spend the money for relocating the poles. The matter lay 
dormant for four years. In the course of relandscaping the property 
~hanos inquired about undergrounding the lines. Thanos' inquiry led 
to his discovery of PG&E's Rule 20-A. PG&E estimated the cost of 
conversion to be $,0,000. • 

6. Thanos was advised by the Hillsborou~~ city manager that at 
that time (1980) there was approximately $24,000 available for 
underground conversions and more money was expected in 1981. In 
January 1981, Thanos contacted PG&E to inquire about the use of Rule 
20-A funds to underground the wires at his house. PG&E told Thanos 
that the proposed project did not fall within the guidelines of Rule 
20-A but undergrounding could be done at his expense under Rule 
20-C. At the time of hearing Hillsborough had $;9,704 of Rule 20-A 
funds available to it. 

7. In addition to the esthetics of his property, Thanos is 
concerned about a power line breaking and damaging his house or 
causing electric shock. On September 12, 1981, Thanos and four 
neighbors petitioned the town council to adopt an ordinance creating 
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an underground district "for the purpose of undergrounding the 
present overhead utility lines in the front and back of 745 Newhall 
Road and in the back of 731 Newhall Road." ~he town council 
considered the petition at its meeting on November 9, 1981. The town 
council was aware that PG&E disputed that the Newhall Road project 
was eligible for Rule 20-A funds. The town council did not pass an 
ordinance creating an underground district. Instead, it passed a 
resolution giving first priority to the Newhall Road project, 
provided that the Commission ruled that Rule 20-A applied to the 
project or granted a variance. The town council indicated that i~ 
would pass an ordinance creating an underground district, upon a 
favorable ruling by the Commission. 

8. The facilities which ~hanos seeks to have undergrounded are 
the poles and wires that begin with the pole on Newhall Road in front 
of Lot 7, the wires which cross Lot 7 over the public utility 
ease~ent to a pole at the back of Lot 7, and then continue to a pole 
on Lot 8, adjacent to the last. These wires include the following: 

a. Two No.6, copper distribution conductors, 
12,000 volts phase-to-phase, are at the top 
of the poles. 

b. Below the No. 6 wires is a secondary level of 
120/240 volt 3 wire single-phase conductors 
used to serve Lots 7 and 23. 

c. There is a transformer on the pole at the 
rear of Lot 8, and an overhead service drop 
from the pole to the house on Lot 8. 

d. At the communications level is a PT&T 
telephone line which has a ringing current of 
48 volts direct current. 

9. The only consultation about the project which occurred 
between Rillsborou~, and PG&E and PT&T were telephone conversations 
between the city manager and the utilities in which PG&E and PT&T 
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advised the city manager that the project was not eligible for funds 
under Rules 20-A and 32-A. 

10. The PG&E wires here involved are not an unusually heavy 
concentration of overhead electric facilities within the meaning of 
Rule 20-A. 

11. The PT&T wires here involved are not an unusually heavy 
concentration of aerial facilities within the meaning of Rule ;2-A. 

12. The PG&E and PT&T wires involved, together, do not 
constitute an unusually heavy concentration within the meaning of 
Rules 20-A and 32-A. 

13. Newhall Road is not extensively used by the general public 
nor does it carry a heavy volume of pedestrian or vehicular traffic. 

14. Newhall Road does not pass throu~~ a civic area or public 
recreation area or an area of scenic interest to the general public. 

15· If the project were mandated, it would be necessary to 
install an additional pole on Willow Avenue in Burlingame to guy the 
remaining overhead facilities on the Burlingame side of Newhall Road 
and Willow Avenue. 

16. The project does not extend for a minimum distance of one 
block or 600 feet. 

17. 
in GO 95. 

All of the overhead wires here involved meet the standards 
The wires are energized only from the Newhall Road side. 

Were a PG&E line to break or fall, any line from the break to the 
rear of the lots would be dead because it would have no source of 
energy. The line from the break to the street would be energized for 
the short time necessary for protective devices to take effect. 

18. The record does not sustain an order requiring 
undergrounding under PU Code §§ 761 and/or 768. 

19. If the project were mandated it would, at best, benefit 
only Thanos and his neighbors and not the general public • 
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20. It would not be reasonable to grant a variance from the 
provisions of Rules 20-A and 32-A under the facts of this case. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. Hillsborough did not engage in consultations with PG&E and 
PT&T within the meaning of the requirements of Rules 20-A and 32-A. 

2. The Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to determine 
whether a project meets the requirements of Rules 20-A and 32-A. 

3. The resolution of priority adopted by the Hillsborough town 
council is not an ordinance creating an underground district within 
the meaning of Rules 20-A and 32-A. 

4. ~he Commission's safety jurisdiction under PU Code §§ 761 
and 768 is independent of Rules 20-A and 32-A. 

5. The project does not come within the criteria of Rules 20-A 
and 32-A. 

6. The funds provided for in Rules 20-A and 32-A may only be 
used for esthetic projects of general public interest • 

7. A variance from the provisions of Rules 20-A and 32-A is 
not warranted under the facts of this case. 

S. Thanos is entitled to no relief in this case . 
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. '\ • o R D E R 
~ ~ ~ --

IT IS ORDERED that the complainant is entitled to no relief 
and the complaint in Case 82-02-04 is denied. 

This order becomes etfective 30 days from today. 
Dated ___ N-.,O;;..,.;V--..w.3....119;:;.:82::.::s... ___ ' at San Francisco, 

California. 
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EE?ORE T3E PUBLIC UTIL!TIES COXMISZION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
A~DREW K. TRANOS. JR., 

C ompl::.l.i nZl:n t, 

yo. 

PACIPIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO. and 
PACIPIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 
CO. , 

Defcndante. 

) 
) 

~ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Cr.;,ze 82-02-004-
(Filed February 23, 1982) 

--------------------~------) 
Andrew K. Th .. nos. ,Jr., for himself, 

compla.:Lno.. t. 
Robert B. Mc11~ Attorn~y ~t law, 

for Pacific Gas ~nd Electric 
C ompo.ny a.nd.n.rear.£:L~.~ Bro.:~, 
Attorney at l·w, for The 1o.cific 
Telephone and eleeraph Compnny, 
defendant::: • 

o PIN ION -------
This is 0. co~plaint by Andrew K. Thnnos. Jr. (Thanos) 

against Pacific Gas and Electric CO!':lpany (PG&E) :j.fld The Pacific 
Telephone and Telegraph Company (?T&T). The complr.dnt oeeks an order 
requiring PG&E and PT&T to repla.ce, at their expe~se. existing 
overhead utility lines with underground onee. 

A duly noticed public hea:-ing in this proc0~dine was held 
befo:-e Adminiet:ative Law Judge (ALJ) Donald B. Jarvis in San 
?rancisco on April 27, 1982. The matter wa~ zubmitted subject to the 
filing of transcript which W:;L$ recei vcr. on Mo.y i 0, 19?·2. 
Eo.ckground 

Thanos lives at 745 Newhall Road i'n Hill~'boroue11. In this 
area Newhall Road is th,~ bounds.ry lin~ between Hillsborough and 
E~rlin8amc. Newhall Road runs generally in a north-oouth 
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~his conduct does not meet the requirements of Rule 20-A. 
". •• The procedure followed by the city is 
scarcely the act of asking advice or of 
deliberating together we intended in using the 
word 'consultation' in the rule. We envisioned a 
negotiated~ planned~ and coordinated approach 
concept involving the city and the utilities 
involved, not a unilateral decision concept." 
(Santa Rosa v PT&T (1977) 81 CPUC 5~3, 599.) 
Assuming, arguendo, that consultation had taken place it 

appears that the project does not meet any of the criteria of 
Section 1. 

Thanos contends that the~ of the town council 
involves a finding that the projeet meet~the criteria of Rule 20-A , 
and that the Commission is bound by this fin~ng. There is no merit 
in this contention. A similar contention was ~jected in the Sa~~a 
Rosa case. 

One criterion is that undergrounding will "avoid or 
eliminate an unusually heavy concentration of overhead electric 
facilities." 

As indicated, the poles involved have at the top two No. 6 
conductors and a secondary level of 120/240 volt; wire single-phase 
conductors used to serve Lots 7 and 23.· ~~i~~~ 
~i-eia:1-~ _thiS is a commonplace pole configuration -throughout PG&E's service area. If the 4~volt PT&T telephone line 
at the communications level of the pole is included, it is still a 
commonplace configuration. 

Thanos argues that while the configuration may ordinarily 
be commonplace, it is an unusually heavy one because it is over the 
breezeway of his house. PG&E and PT&T contend that the breezeway is 
illegally constructed on a public utility easement, contrary to a 
Hillsborough ordinance; the wires existed before the breezeway was 
buil t; and, in any event, there is no unusually heavy concentration .. 
of facilities • 
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